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As the gap between urban and rural America
widens, the most contested turf in swing-state
elections can be found in the suburbs.

Consider Wisconsin, where the outcome of next
year’s presidential race may hinge on whether Re-
publicans can stem eight years of suburban decline
at the polls.

The fi�ght for Wisconsin’s suburbs is often told
through the Republican-leaning “WOW Counties”
outside Milwaukee (Waukesha, Ozaukee and
Washington).

But the story is much bigger than that.
The suburban battlefi�eld in this state stretches

from Milwaukee to Madison to Green Bay to the
western Wisconsin exurbs of Minnesota’s Twin Cit-
ies.

Most of these communities have been trending
in a Democratic direction in the Trump Era. 

But the suburbs of swing-state Wisconsin con-
tinue to diff�er wildly in the way they vote, refl�ecting
diff�erences in income, race, education and political
culture.

What does this landscape look like today?
How much has it changed in recent decades?
And how are suburban voting trends aff�ecting

big elections in Wisconsin? 

Breaking down
the numbers

Voters enter and leave the James W. Pihos Cultural Center in Wauwatosa on April 4. 
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What 30 years of voting
history tells us about the
shifting suburban vote

Craig Gilbert
Columnist 
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Poll workers Jan Story and Peter Geiss feed
absentee ballots into a voting machine at the
Brookfi�eld Conference Center on Nov. 8, 2022.
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See GILBERT, Page 3A

... the suburbs of swing-state

Wisconsin continue to differ wildly

in the way they vote, reflecting

differences in income, race,

education and political culture.

FOND DU LAC – As the days get longer and hotter,
people in Fond du Lac will be getting out more and
more — and will be looking for some beverages to
help cool off�.

For some, nothing beats a cold beer or a fruity or
spicy cocktail, and for others, a soda or lemonade
suffi�ce. But there are others who look for fun mixed
drinks without alcohol, which are commonly known
as “mocktails.”

Bartenders can sling a virgin cocktail as well as its
alcohol counterpart, and common mocktails like the
Shirley Temple and the Roy Rogers are easy enough
to order at a bar, but many bars also are getting cre-
ative with their alcohol-free options. 

Streetwise
Daphne Lemke
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Looking for
mocktails in
Fond du Lac?
Try these 4

See MOCKTAILS, Page 4A

FOND DU LAC - Moraine Park Technical College
will begin construction this May on the fi�rst of four
referendum projects, updating the Fond du Lac Ad-
vanced Manufacturing and Trades area.

The Moraine Park District Board unanimously ap-
proved the $10 million winning bid placed by C.D.
Smith of Fond du Lac.

The Fond du Lac Advanced Manufacturing and
Trades project has two phases — the addition of the
Automation, Innovation and Robotics Center and an
update of the existing B-Wing facilities.

The project’s groundbreaking will take place after
the spring semester, and the community will see vis-
ible changes to the building’s exterior this summer, a
news release said. 

The total project is expected to cost $12.8 million. 
The AIR Center is partially funded by donor con-

tributions of nearly $2.7 million, a goal set and met by
the Moraine Park Foundation, the college’s advance-
ment entity.

The Advanced Manufacturing and Trades project 
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